
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP
GETTING COZY WITH



As the cruel Canadian winter fast approaches (group sigh), we can all look forward to donning our toques, putting on  
the snow tires, and stocking our pantries with wintertime classics such as chicken noodle soup. Chicken noodle soup is 
a quintessential comfort food which is also popularly known as a natural therapy for common ailments such as colds  
and flus. It is a staple in many Canadian homes and is the ultimate best medicine when made from scratch - but that’s 
not always an option in hectic family life. 

So in preparation for the upcoming cold and flu season, we ran a blind taste test of canned chicken noodle soups to 
explore whether they are all equally pleasing, or if any should be left out in the cold.

INTRODUCTION



The brand with least appeal (Brand D) truly stood apart from the pack 

with significantly lower scores than all the other soups on many key 

performance measures. Most described this product as watery and bland. 

It was very weak in flavour and was lacking in the amount of chicken  

- in fact, the chicken pieces were hardly noticeable at all (Fig. 4).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We asked 50 females from the Greater Toronto Area to taste test  

five brands of canned chicken noodle soup. We chose brands with  

similar selling features focusing on regular full-fat, full-flavour varieties. 

Each participant evaluated 4 ounces of each sample, served …labeled 

with a 3 digit code and presented in varied order. The samples were rated 

on a combination of 9-point hedonic scales and 9-point intensity scales.

Before we let the soup slurping begin, we asked a few questions about 

purchase motivations in this category. Most (82%) said they purchase 

chicken noodle soup over other soup varieties because they simply like the 

taste better than other soups. And when it comes to brand choice, trust 

in the brand was the number one consideration, followed closely by price, 

and taste they like best.

All the soups had the right amount of broth and noodles - but everyone was 

left wanting more chicken and vegetables. The texture of the vegetables 

was also too soft in all cases – but trying to maintain the slightly snappy 

bite of vegetables such as carrots is a notorious challenge for canned soup 

and vegetable processors.

TWO CLOSE FOR COMFORT
Two of the five brands performed fairly well (B & E), two were  

not-so-bad (A & C), and one was left out in the cold (D). But even the  

top performers in this category failed to really impress and left almost  

half of our respondents on the fence about whether they would actually 

ever buy them, with top two box purchase intent barely reaching 50%  

for both products (Fig. 2).

The front-runners were most likely to be described as hearty, wholesome, 

and homemade. Brand B had the top score for Flavour of the Broth while 

the other winning soup, Brand E, scored best for its Combination of 

Ingredients (Fig. 3). Both attributes were found to be strong drivers of 

overall liking in the category.

Figure 3 - Liking of the Broth Flavour and Combination of Ingredients

Figure 4 – Brand D

Figure 2 – Purchase Intent
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SNUGGLING UP TO SODIUM

Most of our soup tasters claimed to sometimes or always read nutritional 

labels when they buy canned soup (Fig. 5).
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And among those who claimed to ‘Sometimes’ or ‘Always’ check nutritional 

labels, they are most concerned about Sodium (Table 1). Whether homemade 

or processed, salt has a big part to play in the flavour profile of soups such 

as chicken noodle and food manufacturers have long been struggling with 

the quandary of reducing sodium levels for healthier labels, without giving 

up the flavour character that we have come to know and love.

Four of the five soups we chose to test fell within a similarly high sodium 

range of 560-650 mg per 250 ml. However, one brand stood apart with 

mammoth sodium delivery (Brand B), and although it was accurately 

Figure 5 – Percent who claim to read the Nutritional Label  
when buying canned soup

Figure 6 – Declared Sodium and Perceived Saltiness

Table 1- Top Components of the Nutritional Label

Nutritional Component Percent Chosen as  
Top 3 in Importance

Sodium 72%

Calories 60%

Fat 47%

Saturated Fat 28%

Sugar 21%

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Everyone has their own preferences for foods that provide comfort or  

remedy and while most of these traditions began on the stoves or in the 

ovens of our ancestors, nowadays the ritual sometimes begins with a can 

opener. Consumers are accepting of the trade-offs of fast and convenient 

food choices and are well aware that true homemade quality can rarely  

be purchased on a grocery store shelf…and certainly not without  

a premium bounty.

It may be a tall order for canned chicken noodle soups to replicate 

homemade quality, but ‘comfort in a can’ is best achieved with a flavourful 

salty broth, with some consideration not to overdo the sodium and alienate 

the vigilant labelreading consumer segment. It should also have enough of 

the chief premium ingredients, in this case chicken and vegetables, to be  

a reasonable replication of the hearty homemade version.

For questions about this research, or how you can leverage consumer  

taste buds in your business, contact Andrew Scholes at  

andrew.scholes@contracttesting.com.

Contract Testing Inc. is an industry leader in sensory evaluation and 

consumer product testing. We are the only sensory evaluation and consumer 

product research company with corporately managed test sites in both 

Canada and the United States. With 30 years of experience, we are 

innovators in testing with consumers across all major food, beverage and 

household and personal care categories.
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perceived as the saltiest of the bunch (many thought it was ‘too salty’),  

it was also the top scoring product on Overall Flavour. But what price would 

be paid for this flavour prize? Our ‘label-reading’ consumers would likely  

take a pass on this brand. (Fig. 6, Brand B)


